Hampshire Top Attractions - Afternoon Tea giveaway - 12th - 18th August 2019
Facebook and Instagram

The Giveaway
1. The giveaway is as follows:
Afternoon tea for two at either:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Best Western Chilworth Manor
DoubleTree by Hilton Southampton Hotel
Holiday Inn Eastleigh
Marwell Hotel
Mercure Dolphin Southampton
New Place Hotel
Spot in the Woods

2. The giveaway is as stated and no cash or other alternatives will be offered. The giveaways are not
transferable. Giveaways are subject to availability and we reserve the right to substitute any giveaway
with another of equivalent value without giving notice.
The Rules and details
3. The competition is open to residents of the United Kingdom aged 16 years or over.
4. Employees of the Hotels taking part are not eligible to enter.
5. Competition runs from 9:30am on 12.08.19 - 7:00pm 18.08.19. After this date and time, no further
entries to the competition will be permitted.
6. Winners will be drawn and notified by 22.08.19 via Facebook or Instagram.
7. Winners will be chosen at random and allocated at random an afternoon tea at one of the hotels
taking part.
8. Whilst there is no purchase necessary to enter this competition, a review with images of the
Afternoon Tea would be appreciated within a 2 weeks of taking up the giveaway.
9. Hotels will be given the winners details. It is then down to the hotel and the winner to arrange a
suitable date and time to take the afternoon tea within 6 weeks, by 06.10.19 (although if availability is
limited it is down to the hotel's discretion).
10. Route to entry for the competition and details of how to enter are via Facebook:
@HampshireTopAttractions and Instagram: hantstopdaysout
11. No responsibility can be accepted for entries not properly received.
12. If the winner cannot be contacted within 3 days of notification, or has indicated that they cannot
accept the prize within the timeframe, we reserve the right to withdraw from the winner and pick a
replacement winner.
13. No transport to and from the hotels will be provided.

15. The winners agree to the use of his/her name and the review and imagery in any publicity material
(used by Hampshire Top Attractions, Southampton and Region Hoteliers Association and the individual
hotel providing the afternoon tea), as well as their entry. No personal data relating to the winner will be
disclosed to a third party without the entrant’s prior consent.
The Promoter/s
16. This is a joint competition with Hampshire Top Attractions working with The Southampton and
Region Hoteliers Association and the individual hotels taking part to provide the giveaways.
17. The promoter is: Hampshire Top Attractions whose registered office is at c/o The Marketing
Collective, Abbey Park Industrial Estate, Premier Way, Romsey, SO51 9AQ.
18. To enter the competition, you must ‘Like’ the post on Facebook or Instagram and ‘comment’ on the
post with #AfternoonTea.
19.Hampshire Top Attractions, The Southampton and region Hoteliers Association and the individual
hotels taking part, reserve the right to cancel or amend the competition and these terms and conditions
without notice. Any changes to the competition will be notified to entrants as soon as possible by the
promoter.
20. The promoter is not responsible for inaccurate giveaway details supplied to any entrant by any third
party connected with this competition.
21. The promoter’s decision in respect of all matters to do with the competition will be final and no
correspondence will be entered into.
22. This promotion is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or associated with any Social
Network.
Entry into the competition will be deemed as an acceptance of the terms and conditions above.

